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1. Do not _____ a person by his appearance.
   (A) jury  (B) judgment  (C) jewel  (D) judge

2. Tom’s report _____ supportive evidence. I am not content with the explanations.
   (A) false  (B) lacks  (C) harmful  (D) flexible

3. According to the report, many black parents feel that their African American history is _____ in the curriculum.
   (A) ignored  (B) ignorance  (C) ignore  (D) ignoring

4. Mary was still a little _____ of John even though she would not admit it.
   (A) serious  (B) gracious  (C) jealous  (D) obvious

5. Focus your mind on the lessons, and you will _____ your grades on the next test.
   (A) miss  (B) litter  (C) improve  (D) insult

6. The president has made a _____ for a special budget of $80 million dollars to help reconstruct the disaster area.
   (A) proposal  (B) pension  (C) properties  (D) popularity

7. This police officer seemed to notice everything only at a single _____.
   (A) see  (B) glance  (C) face  (D) glass

8. Lucy’s driving license _____ at the end of this month.
   (A) brags  (B) concludes  (C) closes  (D) expires

9. Because of the economic crisis, many people are trying to _____ daily expenses.
   (A) relax  (B) increase  (C) up  (D) reduce

10. The two sisters look alike; that is, they _____ each other.
    (A) lose  (B) remember  (C) resemble  (D) understand

11. The research indicates that people who use the Internet _____ are more often lonely and unhappy.
    (A) regularly  (B) physically  (C) strangely  (D) accidentally

12. Judy smiled _____ at her wedding because she was so happy.
    (A) hardly  (B) radiantly  (C) traditionally  (D) financially

13. Roger should take his studies more _____ if he does not want to be flunked.
    (A) casually  (B) perplexedly  (C) seriously  (D) fictionally

14. Tim is an affluent man and he is _____ to buy anything he likes.
    (A) some rich  (B) enough rich  (C) too rich  (D) rich enough

15. Because of the bad weather, I _____ go out these days.
    (A) fortunately  (B) so ever  (C) naturally  (D) hardly ever
16. Jack comes to see his father _____ when he is in trouble.
   (A) but (B) only (C) alone (D) over

17. Andy promised that he would study as hard _____ possible for the exams.
   (A) as (B) nor (C) and (D) also

18. _____ the increasingly high unemployment rates, quite a lot of people in developing
countries still look forward to receiving a college education.
   (A) Nor (B) Also (C) Despite (D) Spite

19. Steve was mad because his sister rushed into his room _____ knocking or warning
   him in advance.
   (A) without (B) and (C) none (D) or

20. Taipei 101 has become one of the world’s major shipping centers _____ its
   advantageous geographical location.
   (A) even though (B) because of (C) in that (D) because

21. Not only was she good at mathematics _____ at English.
   (A) as (B) so (C) but also (D) as if

22. The boss has no complaint _____ his pay.
   (A) about (B) at (C) too (D) as

23. Susan is a liar. Do not believe _____ Susan says.
   (A) who (B) what (C) which (D) while

24. Not only _____ his fiancée a diamond ring, but he bought her an expensive new car.
   (A) he gives (B) does he give (C) he gave (D) did he give

25. Kelly came across on old friend _____ her way home.
   (A) by (B) in (C) on (D) at

26. Mr. Chen is a famous doctor who specializes _____ the treatment of cancer.
   (A) on (B) with (C) in (D) by

27. Many people believe that sickness often results _____ eating too much.
   (A) from (B) in (C) at (D) for

28. The picnic was called off _____ account of the rain.
   (A) with (B) on (C) at (D) in

29. My father always does his work _____ care.
   (A) to (B) for (C) on (D) with

30. The person _____ over there is Joy’s sister.
   (A) stand (B) stands (C) standing (D) stood

31. I have to grease my bicycle to make it urn smoothly. The word grease means _____.
   (A) oil (B) push (C) view (D) use

32. Her parents’ divorce highlighted the need for positive communication. The word
   highlighted could best be replaced by which of the following?
   (A) contracted (B) repaired (C) helped (D) emphasized

33. The famous scholar delivered several lectures in my school. The word lectures could
best be replaced by which of the following?

(A) newspapers (B) speeches (C) articles (D) displays

34. This beautiful temple is located in a serene village. The word serene could best be replaced by which of the following?

(A) remote (B) solitary (C) peaceful (D) backward

35. Michael slept through the entire speech. The word slept could best be replaced by which of the following?

(A) dozed (B) talked (C) jumped (D) walked

36-40 為題組

More people should 36. bicycles into town. Last year, seventy-three percent of all workers 37. their own car to work. Car traffic in town is terrible, parking places are hard to find, and pollution 38. cars is a real problem. Citizens who want a cleaner, nicer place to live in 39. to try this non-polluting form of transportation. Therefore, people should ride bicycles to work and school — and enjoy the health benefits of 40. exercise.

36. (A) drove (B) jumped (C) across (D) ride
37. (A) sit (B) ride (C) drove (D) went
38. (A) at (B) from (C) to (D) in
39. (A) ought (B) do (C) work (D) due
40. (A) useless (B) worthless (C) daily (D) ineffectual

41-45 為題組

Thank to the speed and 41. of modern travel, destinations that used to 42. a long time to travel to can now be 43. quickly and easily. Even though jet flights make far-off 44. seem close, they may still be different from your home country in various important ways. Therefore it is important to 45. your behavior so that you don’t insult or offend the local people.

41. (A) disadvantage (B) convenience (C) disturbance (D) headache
42. (A) do (B) take (C) go (D) touch
43. (A) reached (B) left (C) departed (D) withdraw
44. (A) local (B) temple (C) church (D) locales
45. (A) offer (B) reject (C) adapt (D) refuse

46-50 為題組

Every week, millions of dollars are 46. , and won on lottery tickets. The jackpot in many lotteries can be as much 47. 100 million dollars, and winners suddenly find themselves with more money than ever before. Many will have enough to
purchase a new car, build a ____48____ house, take a holiday, and quit working—all within a short amount of time. The lucky few who ____49____ the jackpot, however, may end up with problems—more than they had ____50____ they struck it rich.

According to Steven Goldbart of a financial planning institute in San Francisco, two out of three winners spend all their winning within five years.

46. (A) taken  (B) cost  (C) took  (D) spent
47. (A) in  (B) too  (C) as  (D) to
48. (A) tall  (B) luxury  (C) wide  (D) ugly
49. (A) hit  (B) jump  (C) go  (D) touch
50. (A) before  (B) after  (C) in  (D) for